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At 10 i became an Emo/Goth/Punk. Love:
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Blood
 
There’s blood in my mouth,
The sheets are turning red,
I can’t go on,
This blood,
Is my death wish,
Cut open my skull,
My will is inside,
Smells like someone’s died,
Close your eyes,
The taste of blood,
It fills my hole,
It fills my soul,
Wounds everywhere,
No skin spare,
Life is unfair.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Blood In My Mouth
 
There’s blood in my mouth,
The sheets are turning red,
I can’t go on,
This blood,
Is my death wish,
Cut open my skull,
My will is inside,
Smells like someone’s died,
Close your eyes,
The taste of blood,
It fills my hole,
It fills my soul,
Wounds everywhere,
No skin spare,
Life is unfair.
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Burning
 
The smoke.
The flames,
Orange flames,
Rising,
Worshiping the sun,
Straying from the rain.
Smoke,
The spirits of the woods,
Escaping.
The ash,
The dust of fairies,
Falling.
Life,
The one thing,
That can’t be controlled,
Like patterns,
Like ink,
Sprawled on the page,
Words,
That can’t be said,
Minds,
That can’t be read.
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Clouds Forming
 
Clouds forming,
Casting deep sharp
Efficient shadows,
Over the briny sea,
The sun goes out,
The open seas,
They cringe away in fear,
For nothing has been this big,
For nothing has been this way,
There is some kind of forgotten fear,
An absent pain waiting to come fourth,
But I don’t get it,
Why hasn’t it come?
Is nothing to be done?
The sea burning,
Boiling,
Bubbling,
The almighty has come,
He is giving us words of anger,
And we must obey is pleas,
For if we do not,
Bad things may happen.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Dead Or Alive?
 
If you’re still alive,
Call my name,
If you’re still alive,
Tell me you’re not in pain,
If you’re still alive,
Come open the door.
All this blood tells me something more,
You’re eyes are open,
But you’re not breathing,
Stay with me my love,
For you’re the only one,
Take me with you,
Wherever you go.
Don’t leave me in the dark.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Dirty Drugs
 
This is my alone time,
My dreaming world,
A place where time doesn’t exists,
Anything an happen,
It’s my zone,
I’m my own God,
My own light,
My own form,
Weird shapes,
Weird thoughts,
I live on creased sheets,
My words are nothing to yours.
When I can afford,
I buy my life away,
Can’t quit,
It’s my own shit,
Dirty drugs take away the meaning,
Give you hardly any feeling.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Eclipse
 
The moon kissed the sun,
The sun goes out,
By the shadow of his light,
She is stunned to all,
Her light flickers,
Like he’s stabbed her,
And the stars are her death wishes,
A full eclipse,
The light flickers again,
The moon passes her by,
She waves goodbye,
Until the next time.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Feel My Pain
 
Fire reins the city,
The smoke is pumping out,
All is taken,
Nothing left,
The screams,
You should have heard them,
Like whining babies,
Running,
As fast as their
Little legs would carry them,
Destroy everything,
Give no mercy,
Feel my pain,
The pain you’ve let me endure,
Feel the fear,
I’ve felt all my life,
Be a victim,
Be the outcome,
And I’ll be the one
Standing over you,
While you die,
Screaming your heart out
For forgiveness,
I will give you none.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Go Away
 
My eyes reveal darkness,
My punch reveals hatred,
But under it all
I’m so naked,
Unprotected,
As reflected,
Everything is backwards,
Like looking through the mirror,
Put this gun to my head,
I lay on my death bed,
No one can save me,
Leave me alone,
As I shout down the phone,
Don’t do this to me,
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Hell
 
Like the fires of oxford,
They will burn,
Their faces trodden into the ground,
Like the sirens,
A horrible sound,
The eye watches all,
Hang the witches,
Seize the dove,
Where’s the love?
They chase the fires,
A ring of stone,
In the town,
Nothing is known,
Orange, yellow and red,
They’re the colours,
Be careful where you tread,
Children being killed,
Their screams are loud,
Give me the remote,
Turn it off,
You can’t,
It’s not a dream,
Life is not what it seems,
Don’t guard the gates,
Let everyone in,
Don’t tell them,
Their the gates of hell,
Let everyone burn,
Goodbye to all,
Burn in hell,
Good riddance,
Ha ha ha ha ha.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Hope
 
Hope is a butterfly,
Spreading its wings,
Flying freely,
Beautiful colours,
Dancing in the wind,
Hope is an angel,
Carved by beauty,
Nurtured by love,
Dreamed by all,
Hope is hopeful.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Hospitals
 
Banging on the windows,
Let me out,
Death surrounds me,
Torture and torment,
Blood and bleeding,
Facing fear by confusion alone,
It’s the dance of the deceit,
The goal of the gullible,
The perception of the paranoid,
It will drive you insane,
The nurse comes running in,
Relief in one hand,
Forgiveness in the other,
Forcing medication down my throat,
Insane asylums are for the sanest,
For we do not need help,
Help is for the people, who cannot see it,
They cannot see the potential danger,
That is why they need medication,
They cannot see the forest of betrayal
That lies ahead,
We can see it,
We can lead them through it safely,
But it is they that will not listen to us,
So we must leave them behind,
Behind the in the mist,
Behind the wall of lies,
Forever.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Hpe Lost
 
My object is forgotten,
All hope is lost,
My path has faded,
Into the frost,
My days are dawning,
Dragging by,
I weep like a waterfall,
No rainbows can pass,
No flowers will grow,
In my land,
It will only snow.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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I'M Lurking Beneath The Shadows
 
I’m lurking beneath the shadows
Where scattered bones a lay
By night I watch the daunting 
Dead innocent men pay.
 
As blood trickles down my arm
Tears tumble down my check
I sit back and watch all weep
 
The bony fingers of the night
Tap on my shoulder
I look behind me,
But all I see is the horizon
 
The Wind turns my head to see
Another one dead,
Hanging from a tree,
But it is not men, who kill these folks,
For it is a much more powerful being.
 
Like a snake, or a bear, or a lion.
Only it’s not these creatures above.
With a wing span bigger than that of a dove,
And eyes of a menacing tiger,
Teeth like sharpened swords,
Fire from its nose,
And only four toes.
 
Rip through the flesh,
Munch on the bones,
Swallow the juicy flesh
And steal their mobile phones.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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I'M Not Selfish
 
I’m not selfish,
But there’s room for improvement,
I can’t take sh*t,
I might just loose it,
I can’t look at you,
Your eyes are a reminder,
Of all the selfish things,
The stupid,
Pathetic things I put you through.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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In The Night
 
In the night,
You’ll get a fright,
Faces and laughter,
Cackles and screams,
Empty eyes,
Teeth that gleam,
Loud breathing,
Hearts beating fast,
You’re not even sure,
If your going to last,
Things that creep up on you,
Hairs rise,
Your eyes open wide,
But nothing is there,
It was just a dream,
Open the curtains,
Turn on the light,
There’s nothing in the room,
To give you a fright,
Stop your shakes,
Now you’re awake,
Open your eyes,
Nothing in sight,
Your face has gone pale,
You’re almost white,
No ghosts, no demons,
No cackles, no laughs,
I promise now,
It’s over at last.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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It's Clear
 
It’s clear,
The words make sense now,
The feeling has a meaning,
This agony has a reason,
I’ve stared at you,
Thinking what this meaning is,
(But what is the meaning of a meaning,
Is it when you don’t quite understand?)
 
I’ve watched your movement,
I’ve seen your soul,
I understand your place,
I get the tears you cry,
I see what is wrong.
 
I engrave the meaning
In my head,
Never forget,
Deep within I know why.
Your eyes are filled with pain 
Your mood changes every day,
But still I know you,
For I have known you
Even before I met you,
That binding love between us has held,
For that is the true meaning.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Murder
 
This ghost haunts the street,
On this night,
A murder scene,
The knife hides in the coat she wears,
For her black ringed eyes
Do nothing but stare,
The man that lies on the paved floor,
Dead as a corpse,
Says no more.
She watches people gather,
Her work is done.
She is never found,
She lives alone,
No one knows her name,
No one’s seen her face,
She leaves not a trace.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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My Drug
 
More, I need more,
I haven’t had a dose,
For about three days.
My blood needs it,
I need the adrenaline,
Pumping through my veins,
I need the feel,
Of the needle,
The metal,
Underneath my skin,
Without it,
I’ll collapse,
I’ll die,
It’s all gone,
Out of my system,
I’ve got some money,
The drug dealer’s just
Down the road,
But they’ve run out,
I think I’m gonna explode,
There’s another,
Half a mile away,
But I’m not sure,
How much I need to pay.
Ahh…
The needles in,
Underneath my skin
I push my drug,
Into my blood,
It feels so good,
My mate said,
I overdosed,
But he don’t know,
What overdosed is,
The needle
Takes away my fears,
So I lie in bed,
A pillow beneath my head,
Thinking about,
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What he said,
Did I overdose?
Surely not,
I don’t know,
I think I forgot.
Lying all alone,
But you know me,
I’m not gonna moan,
I pull the covers,
Over my head,
Still thinking,
About what he said,
I close my eyes,
The numbness,
Takes over,
I dream,
About needles,
Drugs and drinks.
I think, in the end,
I never woke up,
From that sleep,
I don’t know,
Who even wept.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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My Emily
 
They deny me the thing,
That keeps me going,
The only thing that keeps me on my feet,
They hide it from me,
They pretend,
Pretend everything is back to normal,
They pretend I’m not calling,
Or crying,
They pretend she’s not there,
My drug,
My lifeline,
My friend,
She’s there when I need her,
Their not,
They think they know,
What’s right for me,
Their wrong,
It doesn’t help.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Pain
 
There’s fire in my veins,
The murmur of the creak
In the floor boards,
Are driving me insane,
I don’t care anymore,
Break everything,
Can you feel my pain?
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Pills
 
Echoes that lie beneath the ground,
Lie there as if a story’s told,
Heavenly angels, a dream broken and crushed,
As some look upon shattered bones,
Others look up and feel alone,
My mind filled with bleakness once more,
Screaming and yelling on the floor,
Close my eyes,
As dusk comes over the hills,
I hit the floor,
My mind overflowing once more.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Save My Broken Soul
 
Save my broken soul,
From the depths of misery,
Save it from the tornado of tears to come,
Save it from my mind undone,
Be careful with it,
Don’t scratch the surface of my life,
Hold it in your hands,
Feel it moan,
Hear it groan,
See the misery unfold,
Life is not as it’s told,
I can’t bear to be the one,
The one to touch your fragile heart,
Without blessing the very eyes,
That reaches into your inner most thoughts.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Scream
 
Cover the holes,
The army of souls,
No one can control,
I love the air,
Filled with the smell of
Poison and death,
The destruction of the world,
Makes us laugh,
Makes us dance
To the screams,
So lovely it seems.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Seeing Through The Walls
 
It was always her choice,
She’d open another bottle,
Pour another glass,
Waste another night away,
She’d never say why,
But I always knew why,
She was hiding from life,
Hiding from the truth,
Kidding herself that she didn’t need help,
Kidding herself that I didn’t need help,
Avoiding the situation whenever possible,
Avoiding me whenever possible,
Avoiding her illness whenever possible,
Avoiding my illness whenever possible,
Out when I was in,
In when I was out,
Pumping herself full of drugs,
Whatever she could get her hands on,
Prescribed or not,
Passing out in back alleys,
Walking into main roads,
Beeping of the cars,
Beeping of the machines,
A long pause,
Doctors and nurses come running,
Shocking her,
But nothing,
Another life taken,
Another bottle opened,
This time to rid me of the truth,
It was my choice,
I pour another glass,
I waste another night away.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Shadows
 
Shadows in my mind,
Daning to my thoughts,
I can't take it anymore,
This can't be real,
I can't think that fast,
I'm walking on glass
It hurts
My life hurts,
I'm confused,
Help me realise what's happening,
Help me live life,
Help me please.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Something
 
The diamond eyes,
They hold a surprise,
Drinking darkly in the night,
To my lovers delight,
She swims in golden air,
And she has no care,
The fire in my mouth,
Cry,
Run,
Before you die,
Don’t be shy,
Look around,
Look up,
What do you see?
Surely not me,
You see that tree,
Burning bright,
Someone get rid
Of the orange light,
Just like me,
It dies,
Blackened, the branches,
Eyes,
No more,
Even my ground,
Is sore.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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The Dark Road
 
The dark road,
No lights,
No one treads
On the open wound
Of the highway.
Everyone is watching,
Watching for someone,
Someone to tread,
On the muddy terrace,
Of the world.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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The Hardest Thing
 
My life is hard,
So hard that I can't cope sometimes,
So hard that I breakdown in tears,
But the hardest thing,
Is seeing your face,
Memories come flooding back,
Happiness floods my life again,
But I know it wont last,
Because you leave me in the dark,
You don't mean to but you do,
The pain is immense,
I call your name,
I see you,
But you are not there,
A vision, 
I am lost,
In your eyes,
My heart is pounding,
So I close my eyes and dream,
Of you.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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The Land Of Dread
 
Tree’s with bent branches,
As far as the eye can see,
Ink drops falling,
The lady in the sky,
Kissing the white peace dove,
Hoping to get luck,
The steeple in the distance,
Clouds of grey,
Rising from the water,
The symbols all around,
No one is touching the ground,
There’s light all around,
The missing child is always found,
Mountains in the sky,
Watch those ducks fly,
Feel the wood effect,
The town is alive,
The town is dead,
No one sleeps,
No one weeps,
No tears are spread,
In the land of dread.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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The Unthinkable
 
Leaves,
They fall on the cold ground,
My heart can pound,
I can’t hear a sound,
But that doesn’t matter
Because I’m with you,
The stars are woven into the sky,
The steel ringed moon is bright,
The sky is black tonight,
Netted tights can’t catch fish,
But they can over the lies,
Life is blurred,
Distorted in everyone’s eyes,
Fear will drive you insane,
So insane you won’t feel pain,
You’re afraid of chances,
That might lead you to the door,
Instead you’re crying on the floor,
Saying you can’t take anymore,
Because you can’t bear the unthinkable.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Violent Relationships
 
In the dark,
I get butterflies,
Whenever I think about it,
Trapped in your regrets,
Buried in tears,
Blinded by lies,
Filthy with scars,
Soiled with bruises.
On hands and knees,
I’m never going to forgive,
I’m moving out,
Getting out of this shit hole,
There’s no room for both of us,
There’s no room in my heart,
No love,
For you anymore,
I’m standing up to you,
I won’t let you bully me,
I was trapped,
In your box,
I was your punch bag,
But I’m not anymore.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Without You
 
Small dots on a canvas,
Stitches on an open wound,
Blood on a red beach,
Clingfilm over barbed wire,
Don’t let our enemies in,
Don’t let the priest sin,
I’m in love with death,
The safest place,
Is the hardest,
The cat’s tongue
Is clinging on to the steeple,
Clouds of grey on a pink page,
Roll the dice,
There’s an ace on the table,
A broken heart on the floor,
666 is over the page,
The path to happiness,
Is a mile away,
There’s a face on the wall,
Be careful,
Please don’t fall,
You’re the only thing left,
Without you,
I’m a mess,
Without you,
My life isn’t complete, 
Without you I’m nothing.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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Your Words
 
Your words,
Are just the echo
Of the power
Of your mind,
Your soul is
A closed off gate,
Where you fear to go,
Your eyes deceive you,
For they do not dare
Tell you the truth,
Lies are everywhere,
In the air,  
Places you do not expect,
But that is one of the values of life.
 
Natasha StubbsEnnis
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